Stuck up with Devnagari Font Conversion Problems?
Want to use Devnagari Contents from the Internet?
Want to make Pages for Internet?
Don’t know how to handle Font Conversion Problems?

Here is THE Solution
A Software that gives Free Transformation
between All Devnagari Fonts

It's The Only One
It's

FONTSUVIDHA


Break The Walls

Use it with
 MS Word

 Pagemaker



Break The Barriers



Fight Non-Standardization

 MS Excel  CorelDraw  Internet Explorer  Notepad  Wordpad
...... And anything else....

THE ONLY UNIVERSAL FONT CONVERTER AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE
TO CONVERT TEXT FROM ONE DEVNAGARI FONT TO ANOTHER
Convert .....
 Akruti to Unicode
 ShreeLipi to Unicode
 Chanakya to Unicode
 Shivaji to Unicode
 KrutiDev to Unicode
 DV-TT to Unicode
 APS to Unicode
....... And anything else......

Convert .....
 Akruti to ShreeLipi
 DV-TT to Akruti
 Chanakya to ShreeLipi
 KrutiDev to Chanakya
 Chanakya to Akruti
 Shivaji to ShreeLipi
 KrutiDev to ShreeLipi
....... And anything else......

Convert .....
 Unicode to Chanakya
 Unicode to Akruti
 Unicode to APS
 Unicode to DV-TT
 Unicode to Shivaji
 Unicode to KrutiDev
 Unicode to ShreeLipi
....... And anything else......

FontSuvidha 6.5.5 - Professional
Who will need FontSuvidha?
It's a Must For:
 Newspapers
 Book Publishers
 DTP Houses
 Journalists
 Individuals
 News Agencies
 NGOs
....and of course
 Government

Any person or organization working in Devnagari, using any
Devnagari Editing software needs to use FontSuvidha at some time
or the other.
With the wide variety of Devnagari Editing software available in the
market today, and also the diversity of the keyboards, it is practically
impossible for one to buy all these software packages. Thus users are
deprived of reading and editing material composed in fonts not supported
by the software available with them. Such users can now benefit from
FontSuvidha. All they need to do is, change the font of the document to
the one available with them and go on reading or even editing!

NEWSPAPERS AND JOURNALISTS

DTP HOUSES

Journalists are now PC enabled. Most of them
work from home or field and would like to
submit stories while they are on the field.
 Journalists send the article using any
software or font available with them.
 This material can be converted to the
font used by the newspaper, using
FontSuvidha, and be sent for publishing.
 Journalists can thus report in Real Time,
without the need of having access to a
computer where a particular font used by
their newspaper is installed.
 The filing of News item or report can be done
even from a cybercafé.

 Now you don’t need to have so many different packages
to work in Hindi or Marathi.

 Get typed material from clients in any software, in any
font, and convert it to the one you have.

 You can even type your documents in any Devnagari
software & make use of any other Devnagari fonts from
other vendors for decorating your document!!!!
 You can thus type your text in a simple, economical
software having just one or two fonts or even using
some free fonts available, and decorate it with hundreds
of fonts which may be available to you.
 Remember, having pirated software is a crime, but you
always have access to hundreds of fonts on web as well
as other places.

NEWS & FEATURE AGENCIES

BOOK PUBLISHERS

 Get typed material from many sources, without the need

 These days many authors have started using

of a particular font or software
 Convert this material to the font used by you
 Also convert it to various fonts used by Newspapers
 Send your articles by email to newspapers in their own
fonts.

PCs for writing.

 Get the electronic manuscript from authors, no
matter what font has been used,

 Convert the text to your desired font and
publish the book

GOVERNMENT OFFICES
In Government offices, where a number of software and fonts are used in the same department, an acute
problem that of interchangeability of documents from one desk to other has posed many problems. Government
offices can now benefit from FontSuvidha, as documents composed on any software can now be opened using
FontSuvidha, can be edited and be sent to the originator. This will give boon to the concept of paperless egovernance in real terms.

INDIVIDUALS

WEB DEVELOPERS

Individuals can now exchange documents, no
matter what font or software has been used, and
read, edit or comment on the document freely. This
was indeed needed by all those working in Hindi,
Sanskrit and Marathi

 Get news and articles from various web sites, in
different fonts, even Unicode

 Convert these to your Font
 Make Changes
 Publish to your website

FontSuvidha 6.5.5 - Professional
About FontSuvidha Project
For a multi-lingual, Multi-Cultural country like India, affordable and easy computing solutions in Indian Languages
was a must. Today there are a number of software packages in Indian Languages available.
People using Indian Language Software - and particularly Devnagari Fonts have always faced a few problems such as non-standardisation of keyboards
and font encoding. The non-compatibility of text amongst different Devnagari
fonts has posed an acute problem for all user sectors. Fonts for English text
can be very easily changed in packages like MS Word etc, just by selecting a
particular text block. However such facility was not available for Devnagari.

Every Devnagari Font
Manufacturer defined his
own logic for making fonts.
Thus the problem began.
Exchanging Devnagari Text
from one font to another was
highly impossible.

At this moment there are more than 100 Devnagari font formats, at least 10
of which are very popular and over 10 different keyboard layouts. A document composed with any of these fonts
can not be read in MS Word or even in any other application, if the specific font is not available, leave alone editing
that document. This is true with all such available fonts and formats. There always was a strong need to overcome
this practical problem.
The people behind FontSuvidha have always been in the forefront in promoting Indian Language applications on &
off the Internet for many years now. A project was undertaken to overcome this limitation and allow easy
transformation of documents from one font format to another. FontSuvidha was successfully launched in 1999.
UNICODE is emerging to be a better
option but with very few fonts
available, and also since they are
mostly useful for screen viewing, it
will still take years for UNICODE
fonts to become default for printing
applications, DTP, Bookwork and
Newspapers etc.

One of the biggest limitations of the Devnagari Software Titles available in
the market today is, you can type only in the supported font. C-DAC,
Modular, Akruti, Chanakya, FontFreedom are some of the popular
Devnagari Softwares available today. These are feature rich and allow you
to work in multiple keyboard layouts to suit your convenience. C-DAC
Software would allow you to type in DV-TT series, whereas with Modular
System's software you can type in ShreeLipi range of fonts only. Akruti
would allow you to work in their fonts, whereas Free fonts like Shivaji,
Kiran etc. would make your typing job difficult.

FontSuvidha gives a much-awaited convenience to the Indian
user, to use more than 2000 fonts even if one has a software
allowing use of a few fonts. Yes! Now it is possible to type your
documents in any Devnagari software & make use of any other
Devnagari fonts from other vendors for decorating your
document!!!! You can thus type your text in a simple, economical
software having just one or two fonts or even using some free
fonts available, and decorate it with hundreds of fonts that may
be available to you. Remember, having pirated software is a
crime, but if you have any of the fonts on your PC, you can use
them in your document. And there are hundreds of free fonts on
web as well as other places.
FontSuvidha also allows you to download contents from various
internet websites in different fonts and convert them to your font
for inclusion in your articles, news and documents.

FontSuvidha emerged as a single point
solution that addresses the acute need of
conversion of documents from one format to
another. It is now possible to just select
text from Shivaji, APS, Akruti or any
other Font and change the font to DV-TT,
ShreeLipi or any of those available with
you in just seconds. This is like changing
your document font from Times New Roman
to Arial within your MS Word document
itself!!!! This means, now you can use a
combination of Indian Language fonts, even if
you compose your document with one
software, having a limited number of fonts. It
supports UNICODE conversion also.

Conversion facility is extended to HTML, TEXT, Excel, Dbf, MDB
files also. The Word Document Converter comes handy with capability to convert Text in DOC Files from any Font
Format to any other Font Format. Two Great utilities offered by FontSuvidha, The Clipboard Converter and
Clipboard Unicode Converter allows the user to convert clipboard text to any desired font format. This facilitates
the user to manage files in packages like PageMaker, In Design, Coral Draw, Quark Express, Dreamweaver,
Wordpad etc. or any other Windows based application software.
Modules in FontSuvidha
MS Word Document Converter - For converting text in a DOC file.
MS Excel Converter - For converting data in Excel Spreadsheet.
Clipboard Converter - For converting any text in the Clipboard. This can be used for converting text in
Pagemaker, Power Point, Smart Suite or any other application.
Clipboard Unicode Converter – For Converting any Unicode Text to Legacy and vice-versa.
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FONTS SUPPORTED FOR CONVERSION
FONT

FONT

AkrutiDev Series (Akruti)
AkrutiGaneshDev Series (Akruti)
Aman (Moser Database)
Ankit (Moser Database)
Amar Ujala
Aarti
APS-EML-DV Series (VSOFT)
Bhaskar
DVB-TT Series (C-DAC)
DV-TT Series (C-DAC)
DVONIL (Sulipi)
Gul
ILDV Series (Cybershoppee/FontFreedom/Freedom)
ITR-ATM (ITR/Modular/Shree Lipi)
ITR-ATM (ITR/Modular/Shree Lipi)
Kautilya
Kruti Dev Series
LangscapeDev Series
Millennium Series
Mithi
Narad
Sahara India
Shivaji
SHREE (ShreeLipi-ATM-Version 2.0/3.0)
Shree-Dev (ShreeLipi-TTF-Version 5.0/Ankur)
SHREE (ShreeLipi-ATM-Version 2.0/3.0)
Sudipto (Maharashtra Times)
UNICODE Fonts (Mangal, Arial Unicode MS)
Yogeshweb

AkLite Series (Akruti)
AkrutiOffice Series (Akruti)
Ajay Normal (C-DAC ISFOC/AllType)
Agra (Moser Database)
APS-DV Series (VSOFT)
Amruta
Bhartiya Hindi
Chanakya (Summit /Indica)
DV Divyae
DVBW-TT Series (C-DAC)
Express
ISCII
ILDVW-Web Series (Cybershoppee)
ITR-ATM (ITR/Modular/Shree Lipi)
Jagran
Kiran
LokWeb
LscapeRegDev Series
Maha
Naidunia (Naidunia/Webdunia)
NCHindi
Samskrt
Shusha
SHREE (ShreeLipi-TTF-Version)
ShreeDev Series (ShreeLipi-TTF-Version 3.0)
SUBAK
Umesh Fonts
UNI Fonts
Xdvng

Note:

 This is a list of the Font Families supported for conversion. Each family consists of hundreds of font faces. It was
not posible to mention all font faces names here.

 For a comprehensive list of Font faces supported for conversion, refer the document "Fontsuvidha-Fontlist".
 If you have any other formats that do not appear in this list and you feel should be included in this Converter,
please let us know. Also send us the TTF file & a DOC file containing text composed in the related font.
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